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	Submission Date: 02/11/2021
	Clearance Requirements: Secret
	Travel Required: Yes
	Position Title: Office Management Specialist
	Work Location: Washington, DC
	Employment Type: Full-time
	Job Description: POSITION DUTIES:1. Answers and promptly handles telephone calls coming into the office.2. Maintains the schedule for the Office Director and the Deputies as necessary.3. Prepares correspondence, telegrams, and memoranda, ensuring that all conform to style and format guidelines established by the Department's Executive Secretariat.4. Leads office process for the onboarding of new SCA/A office staff including processing of forms for OpenNet and ClassNet, E2 access, coding of badges for office access, procurement of official smartphones, and processing of forms needed by DS to obtain SCI clearances. Also advises departing staff on procedures for signing out of the office.5. Makes travel arrangements, including scheduling of appointments, security travel and hotel reservations, passports, visas, and travel advances, as necessary. Upon return, prepares vouchers from travel diaries, notes, and incumbent's knowledge of arrangements. Due to the heavy demands on the Office Director, frequently such arrangements become complicated due to last-minute changes and travel revisions after departure.6. Has a working knowledge of the Government Travel authorization program (Travel Manager). Drafts/prepares travel authorizations on behalf of supervisor or staff member who is traveling. Prepares travel authorizations for staff member as requested based on information provided by traveler. Prepares trip itinerary, obtains travel expenses estimates (MI & E costs, taxi, hotel costs etc; prepares travel authorization request. Upon completion of trip assists traveler in preparing electronic travel voucher. Follows up with traveler to ensure all expense documents have been submitted and on time (i.e. within 30 days).7. Has a working knowledge of GEMS software to serve as proxy for data input for staff rating forms.8. Reviews all incoming correspondence and forwards it with necessary information or instructions to the appropriate officers for action. Composes replies when appropriate.9. Demonstrates extensive experience and demonstrated ability in working with classified and unclassified computer data bases. Operation and knowledge of Excel, Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, and related computer based programs operations.10. Serves as office safety and security officer ensuring the office follows appropriate procedures for securing and protecting classified and other sensitive information and the appropriate safety regulations are implemented including personnel accountability during evacuations for fire alarms and drills.11. Maintains office files. Procures necessary office supplies and ensures they are organized appropriately in designated storage space. Is proficient with system software for making and monitoring procurement requests for office supplies, IT and other types of office equipment, and furniture.12. Works with SCA/EX to arrange delivery of supplies, equipment, and furniture and disposal and removal of these items.13. Prepares time-and-attendance sheets and vouchers for taxis and representational funds. Maintains records of annual and sick leave requests.14. Ability to work under pressure and tight or short deadlines.15. As requested, or on his/her own initiative, makes careful and exhaustive searches for information difficult to obtain, compiles data, and makes preliminary analyses.16. Makes and acknowledges various social arrangements and obligations which are a part of the official responsibility of the SCA/A team.17. Facilitates access to the office suite by monitoring entrance requests and provides escort duty for janitorial services and other service providers.18. Maintains public calendar for the SCA/A conference room and facilitates access to the conference room for other State Department offices and visitors.19. Coordinates with additional SCA staff to ensure office coverage and equitable division of office tasks.EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS REQUIREMENTS1. Qualifications:1.1. Knowledge of the principles of acquisition planning sufficient to develop and implement a plan to procure a multiyear program or system involving successive program stages.1.2. Knowledge of contract administration and termination techniques sufficient to administer and close out contracts.1.3. Knowledge of price/cost analysis techniques, such as learning curve analysis and cost estimating relationships, sufficient to evaluate contractor proposals and prepare a pre negotiation positon.1.4. Knowledge of contract types, methods, and techniques including cost and incentive contracting, award fee, cost sharing arrangements, processing of unsolicited proposals, multiple awards, special provisions relating to proprietary rights, and rights in data.1.5. Knowledge of the regulations and techniques of source selection sufficient to conduct a selection.2. Skills:2.1. Excellent knowledge of Department of State operations and overall office management experience.2.2. Experience as a secretary/office manager working under pressure, with the ability to work under pressure to meet tight or short deadlines.2.3. Working knowledge of personal computers and general administrative practices, including extensive experience and ability in working properly with classified and unclassified computer data base, operation and knowledge of Excel, Microsoft Windows, PowerPoint, data sharing systems (ie, Sharepoint) and related computer-based programs and the ability to prepare e-mails, notices, reports, etc. from scratch.


